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Happy October!

As you may know our facebook page is an active environment consisting of an
international, vibrant and compassionate community. Our fan base is growing weekly and
this makes us happy and keeps us ultra motivated. As an experiment, we facilitated three
personalized veg challenges over the summer, and each participant has since continued
exploring a vegan or vegetarian lifestyle. In fact, our veg challenges were so successful
that we have decided to get more serious about it. We are happy to announce a new
initiative called the 10-day Ghost-Free Journey. It will be a monthly activity on our
facebook wall facilitated by three of our most supportive friends: Donna Oakes, Rosemary
Foos, and Ken Butland. Together they are our online team of coaches who will gently
guide a willing participant, each month, on a fun, non-judgemental and memorable vegan
journey. We firmly believe that as informed consumers we can make a difference, every
day, for animals.

Our 10-day Ghost-Free Journey kicks off Monday October 17th. 

Ghost coaches from left to right:  Donna Oakes, Ken Butland, Rosemary Foos
 
Donna Oakes: I own a vegan boutique in upstate New York (Cow Jones Industrials Vegan
Boutique) and I focus on making people aware of what they wear and how it affects
animals, the environment and the people who produce these products. I have been
consumed by The Ghosts in Our Machine ever since I saw the first trailers - they are
haunting, mesmerizing, and give space for reflection. I have no doubt that this incredible
film will be a major catalyst for change. I am so honored to be connected to this project,
especially as one of the coaches. The project team and the numerous supporters are
compassionate, knowledgeable and together they form a wonderful safety net for open
exploration and change.

Ken Butland: Ken evolved from a 170-pound weakling into a 230-pound gym-type within
three years, and credits his vegan diet for achieving this transition while still maintaining a
robust drinking regimen. He is currently a part-time university student studying Marketing
and a full-time charity employee doing Marketing.
“I'm delighted to be a coach for TGIOM because it's my conviction that it isn't enough to be
vegan. One has a responsibility to pay it forward, so to speak, by helping others adopt a
more cruelty-free lifestyle. As well, TGIOM is a project that is closely aligned with my
values, and I'm so glad that both Jo-Anne McArthur's story and the stories of the non-
human subjects of her work will be put in front of new pairs of eyeballs.”

Rosemary Foos: 2007 marked the beginning of my vegetarian/vegan journey. What
followed was a radical shift in my consciousness and realization that I was empowered
with the gift of choice. In the past year, I have devoted most of my free time reading about
vegan nutrition and health, along with the spiritual and ethical aspects of our relationship
with animals. My journey continues to unfold daily. As a psychotherapist, I can extract and
offer the essence of my professional knowledge and skills, and share perspectives from
my personal experience to the role as a coach/facilitator.
As I watched the first trailer of THE GHOSTS IN OUR MACHINE my excitement was
ignited and I wanted to learn more about this project and the Ghosts. The experience led
me to the website and the Facebook page where sharing and connections with other
participants became realized. I am honored to be part of this project.

Our November newsletter issue will be focused on what it means to be a “Cross Media”
documentary, (which we are).

Lots to unveil as we move forward. Stay tuned!
 
For the Ghosts,
 
The Ghosts Team
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Ghosts’ Team,
summer 2011.
From left to right: Nina
Beveridge, Producer; William
Shackleton, Sound Recordist;
Liz Marshall, Writer- Director-
Producer; Susie Coston,
National Shelter Director for
Farm Sanctuary; Jo-Anne
McArthur, Photographer of We
Animals and main subject of
the film.
 
Photo by Jo-Anne McArthur
while filming the stories of
Sonny and Fanny at Farm
Sanctuary for our trailer.

Check out the latest
interviews about our
project.
- A podcast with filmmaker Liz
Marshall for the 91st Episode
of Our Hen House.
- A web tv interview with Liz
by Herbivores - Animal
Frequency.
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